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Our instrumental band typically includes three players. They are equally adept at 
pop/classical and Celtic music.  

- violinist/fiddler,  
- flute player/vocalist, and  
- guitar (classical or steel string guitar) 

 
We include a dedicated sound engineer who also runs lights at no cost. We have 
our own sound/lighting equipment and can cover any size venue up to 800 
people. This is included in the cost. The sound equipment is new and first class, 
and we have equipment for three areas at the same time (ceremony, cocktail 
hour, reception) to make for quick transitions. 
 
Main Performances: 

- The band charges $950 for the trio for a prelude, ceremony and cocktail 
hour. We are willing to learn almost any music you would like for this 
provided it is celtic, classical, or pop instrumental arrangements. We do 
need 2 months notice for new music.  

- A reception performance on its own would typically add 2-3 band members 
(for 5-6 total) and cost $1500-$2000 for 4-5 hours. We also provide 
recorded music during dinner, and full 2500-watt PA system.  

 
Our Extra Options Include: 

- Single harpist/singer ($250/hour) - they play instrumentals on harp plus 
sing one or two songs – typically classical or beautiful Irish airs.  

- Wireless Mic Rental ($100) – two wireless mics for the groom and officiant.  
- Irish piper ($350 per event) - if you want an Irish themed wedding, this is by 

far the best way to do it.  
- Bass Player – for low strings and rhythm. 

	
Travel 
 
Travel within 150 miles of the metroplex is fine. We charge $0.50 per mile per car 
for events outside 30 miles from McKinney, TX. Our band travels with a minimum 
of 2 vehicles due to the gear. No travel costs inside 30 miles of McKinney, TX 


